Welcome to INFUSION TEA

All our teas are available hot or iced, by a single cup/glass or a pot/pitcher to share. Rare teas have a $1 premium per cup; $2 per pot.

Tea for one
$3.10
Pot or Pitcher
$6
Iced tea of the day
$2.75
(complimentary refills)

Prices listed below are for 2 oz. of loose tea (20-30 cups brewed).

See reverse side for more information on how to buy loose tea to take home.

About Us
Infusion Tea was established in 2004 by College Park native Christina Cowherd after her service in the Peace Corps, and we’ve proudly cupped the finest tea in the Orlando metro area since. We offer the city’s most comprehensive selection of teas, sourced ethically, grown conscientiously, and served happily to the community of which we are proud to be a part. Thank you for your continued support of our local business.

407 999 5255 | www.infusiontea.us | 1600 Edgewater Drive | Orlando, FL 32804

Handpicked; oxidized for fullest flavor and deepest color.

BLACK TEAS

Ceylon  $8
Bright flavor and crisp dryness. The “go-to” for a basic iced tea.

Muladhara Black  $8
Single-plantation, unbroken Assam leaves steep a fine cup, with notes of sweet apricot.

English Breakfast  $8
From the Assam region of India; clear, bold, brisk flavor.

Earl Grey  $8
Full-bodied black tea blended with citrusy bergamot.

Earl Grey Cream  $8
All the depth of Earl Grey, with added notes of lavender and vanilla; a favorite.

Chai  $8
Low-moisture black tea marries the flavors of India to produce a spicy cup, great with milk.

Almond Amaretto  $8
Ceylon tea with almond slices and a hint of vanilla for a full-leafing tea that’s great with dessert.

Turkish Apricot  $8
Broken-leaf Assam blended with dried apricot and aromatics for a delicious tea that is great iced.

Ruby Red Raspberry  $8
The sweet spiciness of raspberry perfectly blended with rosehips and Assam tea for a rich, red cup.

Ginger Peach  $8
A best-seller, this balanced tea has the yin of delicate peach with the yang of spicy ginger.

Darjeeling  $8
With a fruity complexity and juicy sweetness, this tea lingers.

Sweet Mandarin  $8
Orange peel provides a citrus brightness; goji berry adds subtle spice.

Island Coconut  $8
Ceylon blended with coconut for a vacation in every cup.

Juicy Black Currant  $8
Red wine woodiness with berry aroma for a memorable tea with a silky finish.

Mango Black  $8
Assam Indian tea blended with mango essence for a delicate fruit experience.

Lapsang Souchong  $10
Deep, savory and smoky flavor, a Scotch drinker’s tea. Enjoy cedar, juniper, and woody malty notes, directly from China’s legendary Wu Yi mountains.

Ancient Golden Tuo Cha  $14
Abundant tea buds and sprouts; healthy Pu'er with ultimate depth and rosy malt.

Monk’s Blend  $14
A particularly flavorful cup, with vanilla and grenadine for a smooth, creamy fruitiness.

True Life  $14
The tea that says “Infusion:” a memorable blend of our best red, white and green teas to support, heal and soothe.

Carpe Diem  $14
If you need a lift, a blend of spicy tea and roasted maté will help you seize the day!

Hibiscus Berry  $14
High in vitamin C with a deep wine color and sweet/tart flavor.

Tropical Fusion  $14
Herbal and ripe fruit flavored for a light taste and calming effect.

Très Belle  $16
Rare silver needle white tea, red clover blossoms, and herbal elements blended for anti-aging and complexion improvement with a softly pink liquor best enjoyed in a clear cup.

Halfway between black and green in flavor, partially fermented and alternately exposed to sunlight and bruised in bamboo baskets.

Orange Flower Oolong  $8
Orange blossom start with a jasmine scent and lavender note on the finish; a cup to be savored.

Yellow Sprig  $9
Huang Zhi Xian is hand crafted from the Dan Chong bushes on the Phoenix Mountain in Guangdong Province, China. The coppery fruit front fades to savory, caramelized pear when the hand-twisted leaves are infused.

Iron Goddess of Mercy  $13
Famous Tie Kuan Yin reminds of seasonal black cast iron, and legend has it a poor farmer prayed for way to repair the run-down temple he cared for. The Iron Goddess came to him in a vision and led him to a cave where he found a tea bush that he nurtured, named after the Goddess, and sold to save the temple from ruin.

Monkey-Picked Oolong  $13
Once it was said that monks convinced monkeys to pick the choicest tea high from towering plants, and though human hands now procure it, the golden liquor with its lush mouth feel will stand to at least three infusions.

Springtime Zen  $17
Our best Taiwanese oolong, lightly oxidized with long and twisting emerald leaves; infuses a clean green liquor with floral lilac and lily.

Infinity Sweet Oolong  $19
Li Li Xiang is an Anxi oolong roasted darker for a honeyed viscosity and floral finish, and will steep several times and remain flavorsome.

OOLONGS

Mint-to-be Maté  $10
A mint chocolate, hazelnut finish in a roasted maté that energizes and refuels.

Moroccan Mint  $12
The zing of mint and the zip of green tea perfectly blended to conjure Marrakech.

Green Tea Jubilee  $12
Green tea bursting with abundant fruit flavors.

Cold Comfort  $12
Echinacea, lemon peel, and ginger root attack colds while easing suffering. Try it hot with lemon and honey.

Mother’s Balance  $12
Red Raspberry leaf is beneficial for all women, and our blend of aromatics and herbs will help you recharge your inner self.

True Life  $14
The tea that says “Infusion:” a memorable blend of our best red, white and green teas to support, heal and soothe.

Carpe Diem  $14
If you need a lift, a blend of spicy tea and roasted maté will help you seize the day!

Yerba Maté  $7
The famed South American herb in its organic, unadulterated form; an ancient secret for health.

Roasted Maté  $7
Maté roasted to yield a complex, robust flavor with a caramel depth.

Rainforest Mint Maté  $7
Awaken the mind and body with exhilarating mint.

SIGNATURE BLENDS

Infusion’s custom, hand-blended teas, proudly offered.

About Us
**RED TEAS**

Rooibos ("roy-boss") is grown in South Africa and naturally contains no caffeine.

- **Green Rooibos**: $7 - Unfermented, simply flavored Rooibos taken from mountain slopes and dried quickly to stop natural oxidation.
- **Rooibos and Roses**: $7 - Layers of rose and lemon in a rich, red tea.
- **Winter Mint Rooibos**: $8 - The natural combination of chocolate and mint in a soothing tea that is an excellent dessert replacement.
- **Honeybush**: $8 - Imported from the Cape of Good Hope, this tea has amazing natural sweetness with a stunning depth of flavor, and is excellent iced.
- **Vanilla Rooibos**: $8 - Sweet vanilla bean in a honey textured red tea, for a caffeine-free treat.
- **Cape Town Chai Rooibos**: $8 - All of the gutsy flavor of spicy chai, naturally with no caffeine.
- **Weekend in Provence**: $12 - Smooth rooibos and a fragrant bouquet of lavender, rose, and elderberry. A customer and employee favorite.

---

**HERBALS**

Tisanes made from dried fruits, spices, and whole herbs for a healing, caffeine-free tea alternative.

- **Calm Chamomile**: $7 - Nurturing whole chamomile blossoms with fragrant lavender; the tranquillizer of teas.
- **Citrus Sunset**: $8 - Orange and pineapple combine with natural tart hibiscus and rose hips, loaded with Vitamin C.
- **Ginger Cinnamon Spice**: $8 - Bold, rejuvenating blend of ginger, cinnamon bark, and orange zest.
- **Spiced Plum**: $8 - Mild plum with a flourish of cinnamon spice in a tea that is truly magnificent served hot at the end of a long day.
- **Happy Tummy**: $8 - Soothe your tummy with spearmint, lemon grass, calendula, rosemary, sage, catnip, and fennel.
- **Fairy Tale Tea**: $9 - Full of flowers and fairy magic, perfect for sipping during bedtime stories; calendula, red clover, lavender, chamomile, and spearmint.
- **Easy Day**: $10 - Mainly minty in flavor, with tilden,inden, marshmallow, and lemon balm, detoxifying, and purported hangover cure.
- **Tea Lattes**: $3.50 - Milk-based lattes and coffee selections.
- **Chai Latte**: $3.50
- **Green Tea Latte**: $3.50
- **Coffee**: $2.50 - Regular or decaf
- **Café Latte/Cappuccino**: $3.50 - Ask the barista for current syrup selections

---

**HERBALS**

- **Kukicha**: $12 - We offer a green, vegetal kukicha made from both the leaves and the stems of the plant. Less caffeine with umami flavor.
- **Buddha’s Eyebrow**: $12 - Find enlightenment with a Taishan green tea named for its curly, thick leaf said to resemble the eyebrow of Buddha.
- **Matcha**: $15 - Premium sencha leaves are stone ground to a powder most notably used in tea ceremonies.
- **Gyokuro**: $20 - The name means pearls, and this tea is shaded by bamboo mats prior to picking to concentrate the chlorophyll. Rare and amazing, deeply astringent with oceanic and grassy flavors dominating the cup. Very limited availability.
- **China Beauty Rings**: $27 - First and second leaves are hand plucked, barely steamed, and then rolled around a “beauty stick” before drying. This is a jasmine scented green, with nobility and balance.
- **Dragon Well**: $64 - Long jing green is our finest Chinese green tea. With its wide, flat, hand-dried leaves and its exquisite cup, once sampled, there will be no doubt why it has been lovingly tended for millennia.

---

**BLACK TEAS**

- **Sencha**: $8 - The aroma of this Japanese green reminds of spring grass through an open window. Delicate in flavor and color, an excellent choice for energy and relaxation in the same sip.
- **Genmaicha Japanese Popcorn**: $8 - Japanese tea blended with roasted rice for a savory cup with a toasty, nutty flavor with notes of nori.
- **Gunpowder**: $8 - A tea drinker’s staple, the tightly ballied leaves are reminiscent of old-fashioned gunpowder, and the taste has a smoky pop.
- **Passion Fruit Green**: $8 - When the passion flower blooms, its purple petals give way to a fruit that transports to the tropics, and adding its flavor to a quality green ensures a transcendent tea.
- **Pineapple Bliss**: $8 - Japanese green blends with pineapple, papaya and blue cornflower for a tea that is sweetly refreshing.
- **Green Pear**: $9 - High grade sencha and crisp Asian pear combine in a sublimely fruited offering.
- **Midnight Jasmine Green**: $10 - Emerald green leaves scented with night-blooming jasmine.

---

**WHITE TEAS**

The youngest tea leaves still covered in white down, sun-dried to allow for the highest concentration of anti-carcinogenic polyphenols.

- **Shou Mei**: $8 - A pure Chinese tea with a fruity body and sweet, soft milk finish.
- **White Raspberry Truffle**: $10 - All of the flavor of dessert with none of the guilt, full of raspberry zing and all of the flavor of dessert with none of the guilt, full of raspberry zing and
- **Blueberry White**: $10 - An earthy blend of berry sweetness in a luxurious tea.
- **Strawberry White**: $10 - A mild strawberry note in a soft white tea.
- **Freestone Orchard White**: $10 - Subtle peach flavor with a juicy finish, and an excellent blending component.
- **Rose-Colored Glasses**: $11 - White tea buds are spinked with peppermint and lavender and Studied with rosebuds for a tea that somehow makes everything more beautiful.
- **White Peony**: $20 - Bai Mu Dan is the flavor equivalent of a perfect peony blossom floating in a crystal bowl: stunning.
- **Jasmine Pearls**: $22 - Top-quality white tea leaves scented with jasmine and hand rolled into pearls; the very epitome of tea perfection.
- **Silver Needle**: $35 - Our highest-quality white tea offers only the most tender leaves for the greatest antioxidants and a mellow, sweet flavor. Very highly recommended for tea connoisseurs.